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First Exercise!

ATOM Atom.io

https://atom.io/


First Exercise!

Indentation

Indentation is nr. 1 feature of high-quality code
Some programming language enforce to be valid code (e.g., Python)
JavaScript requires the discipline of the programmer and proper use of the 
parentheses

let a =              1234       ;

a++;

if (  a > 123 ) {

a--;

}

else a++

console.log(a);

Not-Properly Indented

let a =  1234;

a++;

if ( a > 123 ) {

a--;

}

else {

a++

}

console.log(a);

Properly Indented
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First Exercise!

Indentation

Indentation is nr. 1 feature of high-quality code
Some programming language enforce to be valid code (e.g., Python)
JavaScript requires the discipline of the programmer and proper use of the 
parentheses

let a=              1234       ;

a++;

if (  a > 123 ) {

a--;

}

else a++

console.log(a);

Not-Properly Indented

let a = 1234;

a++;

if ( a > 123 ) {

a--;

}

else {

a++;

}

console.log(a);

Properly Indented

More Readable
Easier to catch errors



First Exercise!

ATOM Editor Settings

Open the Settings Panel 
from the menu File/Settings

Make sure all your TABs are 
automatically converted into spaces.

Recommended
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ATOM Editor Settings

Open the Settings Panel 
from the menu File/Settings

Make sure all your TABs are 
automatically converted into spaces.

Recommended

Why? Because TABs are evil! 

https://thenewstack.io/spaces-vs-tabs-a-20-year-debate-and-now-this-what-the-hell-is-wrong-with-go/

Welcome to the
Spaces vs. Tabs Debate

https://thenewstack.io/spaces-vs-tabs-a-20-year-debate-and-now-this-what-the-hell-is-wrong-with-go/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SsoOG6ZeyUI


First Exercise!

The Text Editor War

https://www.xkcd.com/378/

https://www.xkcd.com/378/
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Open the Settings Panel 
from the menu File/Settings

Make sure all your TABs are 
automatically converted into spaces.
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The best of the two worlds.



First Exercise!

ATOM Editor Settings

Open the Settings Panel 
from the menu File/Settings

Make sure all your TABs are 
automatically converted into spaces.

Recommended

The best of the two worlds.

All other options on this slide 
strongly recommended



First Exercise!

ATOM Keybindings

Keybindings are shortcuts to commands used often.
You can customize ATOM they way you like, but one shortcut is a 
MUST. Which one?

Click here



First Exercise!

ATOM Keybindings

'atom-text-editor:not([mini])':
'tab': 'editor:auto-indent'

Set TAB to auto-indent.
Select the text you want to 

indent, press TAB, enjoy 
properly indented code.
Correct and consistent 

indentation is the key to    
write high-quality code.



First Exercise!

ATOM Packages

Packages extend ATOM's basic functionalities.
You can customize ATOM they way you like, but one 3 packages is are 
a MUST. Which ones?



First Exercise!

ATOM Linters

Let's face it. Coding isn't easy… 
Wouldn't it be wonderful to 
have someone telling you 
spotting your mistakes for you?

You need a Linter! (and all 3 of 
those packages)



First Exercise!

ATOM Linters

Red dot next to the line 
containing an error or warning.

Explanation for the error in the 
tooltip and in the bottom panel.

But wait…only if you added a 
.eslintrc.js file in your project.

If needed, get one here:
https://github.com/nodeGame/
eslintrc/blob/master/.eslintrc.js

https://github.com/nodeGame/eslintrc/blob/master/.eslintrc.js


First Exercise!

Learn New Commands and Shortcuts

Hold keys CTRL-SHIFT-P to open a new menu with all available 
commands and shortcuts (when available)

Try this shortcut to 
open a new project



First Exercise!

Bracket Matcher

It is really to miss closing a parenthesis, 
but it is really hard to find it!

The Bracket Matcher package is here 
for you to help!

Hint: If you use this command a lot, 
what about creating a shortcut? Try it 
yourself following the instructions in 
the Keybinding slides.


